OUT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN!
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Periodic Summary
In the framework of the program “OOSC – Out of School Children”

What has the initiative achieved?

- **Publication** of the Guide for monitoring the children outside the education system at the 3 Ministry Website:
- Confirmation from MoES for **generation of the international indicators** of education in EMIS system.
- **The crossing of lists** of children who need to attend first grade and children who are enrolled in the school year 2015-2016.
- Intensification of development of **field work** for verifying the out of school children list according the Trilateral Ministerial Order (U3M)
  - Sending the list of children that aren’t enrolled in first class from RED Durres to the mayor of local unit government and the Chairman of the Police Directory
  - Verifying in field work of the out school children list from local unit government
  - Verifying in field work of the out school children list from Police director
- **Periodic inter-institutional meetings** and within the school for out of school children and children at risk of drop out in Durres.
- **Workshop** within the authority of the Institution of Prefecture Durres for coordination the identification of out of school children.
- **Workshop with RED/ EO representatives** for U3M implementation.
- The compilation of the manual of **school training** for equity education.
- The compilation of **mentoring guidelines** of best practices that needs to be exchanged between different schools.